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Mission Statement
The mission of Grapevine Middle School is to embrace the transition students experience academically, emotionally, and socially and provide a safe

launching pad that intentionally encourages personalized opportunities allowing students to express their unique identities in a positive and safe
environment. 

Vision
Grapevine Middle School is committed to setting high standards of engaged, collaborative, learning and celebrating the individual achievements of each

child. High levels of performance are expected for all students using a viable and appropriate curriculum.

Core Beliefs
As a staff we are committed to ensure all students will be self-regulated learners, collaborative workers, global citizens, skilled problem solvers, and

effective communicators who are prepared to successfully compete in college and/or career readiness. Our leadership is based on service to students, staff,
and families. We remain relentless in doing whatever it takes to ensure student well-being and success. Working as a team allows us to accomplish great

things.
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Goals

Goal 1: Actively identify and remove barriers that limit access to and opportunity for learning.

Key Questions: (1) To what degree does GCISD actively identify and remove barriers to support equitable learning opportunities for all students? (2) To
what degree does GCISD actively promote and support equitable student learning opportunities for all students?

Performance Objective 1: GMS will continue to provide reading and math intervention to help move students to grade-level performance.

Performance Objective 2: GMS will develop a fiscally-responsible yearly budget that focuses on supporting student academic achievement and
extracurricular activities that reflects the school's  emphasis on results, inclusion, and excellence

Performance Objective 3: GMS instructional strategies and initiatives will be research-based, strengthen the core academic program, increase the
quality and quantity of learning time, and address the learning needs of all students on each campus. Federal, state, and local services and programs are
coordinated and integrated with the aim of upgrading the entire educational program and helping all students reach proficient and advanced levels of
achievement [Title I Requirement ].

Performance Objective 4: Instruction is provided by highly qualified teachers who receive ongoing, high-quality professional development, and steps
are taken to attract highly qualified teachers to high-need schools [Title I Requirement]. To address any identified dis-proportionality, provide support
at campuses where our low income or minority students are served at disproportionate rates by ineffective, out of the field, or inexperienced teachers [
Equity Plan Requirement].
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Goal 2: Design learning environments that support social and emotional well-being.

Key Questions: (1) To what degree do parents, teachers, students, and support staff provide learning environments that create positive social and emotional
well-being for students and staff? (2) To what degree are school practices designed in ways that encourage the development of the whole child - physical,
emotional, academic and social?

Performance Objective 1: English Language Learners will make yearly or more progress as measured by TELPAS and participate to a greater extent
in advanced academics, STEM, and school activities.

Performance Objective 2: GMS will address the needs of students by having multi-tiered systems of support that include math and reading
intervention, social-emotional wellness, and behavior and discipline management.

Performance Objective 3: Additional GMS teachers and administrators will be trained at the Ron Clark Academy, in which our House System is
modeled after to ensure that there is a clear understanding of how a House System structure can support students' social-emotional wellness.

Performance Objective 4: The GMS SRO will work with the campus counselors and administration to incorporate programs that support students'
social-emotional wellness.
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Goal 3: Create a culture that fosters learning environments that reflect student voice and promote student engagement.

Key Questions: (1) To what degree does GCISD create a culture that utilizes student voice for the purpose of systemic change to further progress toward
engaging learning environments? (2) To what degree are GCISD employees equipped to solicit meaningful student input that increases student engagement
in relevant learning experiences?

Performance Objective 1: GMS will continue to implement a comprehensive development plan to significantly increase student participation in
campus clubs and organizations.

Performance Objective 2: Career education will be provided to assist students in developing the knowledge, skills, and competencies necessary for a
broad range of career opportunities [TEA Requirement]. Academic and Career Technology content will be coordinated to promote skills attainment
important to in-demand occupations and incorporate experiential learning and work-based learning opportunities with industry professionals [Title I
Requirement].

Performance Objective 3: Blended Learning will offer students at GMS the opportunity to personalize their learning in a way that allows their
instructional needs to be met through flexible scheduling, flex coursework, and enrichment or supplementary coursework.
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Goal 4: Effectively communicate with targeted audiences.

Key Questions: (1) To what degree does GCISD effectively communicate with all employees? (2) To what degree does GCISD effectively communicate
with parents?

Performance Objective 1: Offer weekly comprehensive communication in writing, through video, and virtually so that parents may have an
opportunity to engage in a platform that suits their family.

Performance Objective 2: GMS website will reflect the mission, vision, and beliefs of the campus by being updated every two weeks to ensure
families can utilize the website and its functions as an extension of how we communicate.
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